
      

Home !  Vikki Vi Black Classics !  Vikki Vi Classic Black Sleeveless Maxi Tank Dress

 

Quantity

1

Size Guide

VIKKI VI CLASSIC BLACK

SLEEVELESS MAXI TANK

DRESS

$ 114.00

Size

0X

ADD TO CARTADD TO CART

Get ready for a grown-up game of dress up. This basic black dress

is elegant on its own, but it pairs perfectly with every accessory you

own. Add a cardigan or blazer for the office. Wear it with heels and

bold jewelry for a cocktail party. Try it with sandals and a colorful

tote for sightseeing. You know that one necklace you adore even

though it doesn't go with anything? It goes with this dress.

Vikki Vi's Sleeveless Maxi Tank Dress is as sophisticated or casual

as you want it to be. We use a high quality finely ribbed stretch knit

fabric that drapes over your curves, moving gracefully all day long.

We dye the fabric twice, giving it a luxurious depth that lasts wash

after wash, year after year. Because what good is a versatile classic

if it's just going to wind up in the donation pile in a few months?

The scoop neckline flatters all body shapes, creating a frame for

your boldest statement necklace or most delicate pendant. The

ankle-length hem is appropriate for any occasion.

Long tank dress

52" long on 2X

Scoop Neckline

Sleeveless

Finely ribbed stretch knit - 94% Acetate/6% Spandex

Machine wash, lay flat to dry

Great for travel – just hang it up and any wrinkles fall out.

Made in the USA

Out of stock? Click the big green button to be notified when it's
back.
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Home !  Vikki Vi Black Classics !  Vikki Vi Classic Black Sleeveless Shell

 

Quantity

1

Size Guide

VIKKI VI CLASSIC BLACK

SLEEVELESS SHELL

$ 72.00

Size

0X

ADD TO CARTADD TO CART

A good shell is hard to find. You want a wardrobe basic that works

with everything else in your closet. You don't want a neckline

embellished with beads, lace or teeny tiny bows. You don't want

some flimsy see-through wisp of fabric that'll fall apart in the wash.

You want a well made, flattering shell that looks as good on its own

as it does under a jacket.

Your search is over.

Vikki Vi's Sleeveless Shell is our most popular sleeveless top. It was

part of the original Vikki Vi line and it hasn't changed. You don't

tamper with perfection.

We use a high quality finely ribbed stretch knit fabric that drapes

over your curves, never clinging or pulling. We dye the fabric twice,

giving it a luxurious depth that lasts long after other black clothing

has faded to gray.

Looking for something to wear over your sleeveless shell? Try a Vikki

Vi kimono jacket or blazer.

Sleeveless Shell

Round Neckline

28" long – hits mid-hip

Sleeveless

Finely ribbed stretch knit - 94% Acetate/6% Spandex

Machine wash, lay flat to dry

Great for travel – just hang it up and any wrinkles fall out.

Made in the USA

Out of stock? Click the big green button to be notified when it's
back.
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Home !  Vikki Vi Black Classics !  Vikki Vi Classic Black Kimono Jacket

 

Quantity

1

Size Guide

VIKKI VI CLASSIC BLACK

KIMONO JACKET

$ 128.00

Size

0X

ADD TO CARTADD TO CART

When you put time and effort into creating an outfit, you want to top

it off it with a stylish layer that pulls the whole look together. Enter

Vikki Vi’s kimono jacket. 

This elegant, relaxed jacket goes anywhere from day to night, from

work to play. The fluid, stretch-knit fabric has so much more

structure than the typical loose-fitting jacket. What’s our secret? We

use the best shoulder pads around. (Yes, shoulder pads. Trust us on

this.) They won’t lose their shape in the wash and aren’t even visible

when you’re wearing the jacket. These shoulder pads make sure the

kimono jacket flows around your body instead of just hanging there

like that shapeless cardigan you’ve been meaning to replace.

Vikki Vi’s Kimono Jacket makes you look like you spent all day in

front of the closet, when all you did was slip on your favorite

wrapping. Wear it loose, or belted to show off your curves. 

We use a heavy finely ribbed stretch knit fabric that drapes without

clinging or pulling. The fabric is double-dyed for a deep black color

that doesn’t fade over time. 

Flat lapel, long sleeve jacket

30" long – hits below the hip

Finely ribbed stretch knit - 94% Acetate/6% Spandex

Machine wash, lay flat to dry

Great for travel – just hang it up and any wrinkles fall out.

Made in the USA

Out of stock? Click the big green button to be notified when it's
back.
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Home !  Vikki Vi Black Classics !  Vikki Vi Classic Black Straight Maxi Skirt

 

Quantity

1

Size Guide

VIKKI VI CLASSIC BLACK

STRAIGHT MAXI SKIRT

$ 86.00

Size

0X

ADD TO CARTADD TO CART

Vikki Vi’s Long Straight Skirt will be in heavy wardrobe rotation all

year long. Wear it with a tank or sleeveless shell in warm weather,

and add a jacket or blazer when the temperature drops. It looks just

as good with wedge sandals as it does with knee-high boots. 

This wardrobe classic goes with all your other separates, but it’s so

well made that it’s really the star of the show. Dress it up or dress it

down, everyone will be asking where you got that fabulous skirt. The

elastic waist and finely ribbed knit make this skirt as comfortable as

it is stylish. The subtle slit in the back makes walking in this skirt

easy.

Vikki Vi’s long Straight Skirt is made from a heavy finely ribbed

stretch knit fabric that drapes over your hips, never clinging or

pulling. It has a deep, long lasting black color that doesn’t fade

because we dye the fabric twice.

Straight skirt hangs from the elastic waistband to the ankles.

Back slit

35" long – ankle length

Finely ribbed stretch knit - 94% Acetate/6% Spandex

Machine wash, lay flat to dry

Great for travel – just hang it up and any wrinkles fall out.

Made in the USA

Out of stock? Click the big green button to be notified when it's
back.

CUSTOMER REVIEWS
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Home !  Vikki Vi Black Classics !  Vikki Vi Classic Black Maxi Skirt

 

Quantity

1

Size Guide

VIKKI VI CLASSIC BLACK

MAXI SKIRT

$ 108.00

Size

0X

ADD TO CARTADD TO CART

This is the skirt you’ve been looking for. Vikki Vi’s A-Line Maxi Skirt

flatters every body type – even yours. Especially yours. That’s why

the A-Line Skirt is such a classic. The shape leaves room for the

curviest hips, and it’s just so fun to feel the fabric swish around your

legs when you walk.

Vikki Vi’s A-Line Maxi Skirt is polished, stylish and feminine – but

never frilly. This skirt means business, but it’s also going out after

work to meet some friends. The comfortable elastic waist lets you

focus on your life and not how your clothes feel. The supple, finely

ribbed material pairs with everything from a close fitting tank to an

oversized, flowing top. 

The heavy finely ribbed stretch knit fabric drapes over your hips,

gently flaring out to your ankles. We made sure that the deep black

color won’t fade, because this can’t be your favorite skirt if it’s going

to look worn out in a year.

Flared, A-Line skirt

Elastic waist

36" long – ankle length

Finely ribbed stretch knit - 94% Acetate/6% Spandex

Machine wash, lay flat to dry

Great for travel – just hang it up and any wrinkles fall out.

Made in the USA

Out of stock? Click the big green button to be notified when it's
back.
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Home !  Vikki Vi Black Classics !  Vikki Vi Classic Black Pull on Pant

 

Quantity

1

Size Guide

VIKKI VI CLASSIC BLACK

PULL ON PANT

$ 98.00

Size

0X

ADD TO CARTADD TO CART

It’s OK to fall in love with these pants. We know you’ve been burned

before. Too many plus size pants fit without flattering. All you want is

a pair of perfect black pants – is that too much to ask for?

Of course not! Vikki Vi’s Pull on Pant is the complete package.

Comfortable elastic waistband, luxurious knit fabric skimming over

your body, a deep black color that won’t fade – it’s enough to make

your pulse race and your heart flutter.

These pants work with any look you’re going for. Pair them with an

untucked top or the Kimono Jacket, Swing Cardigan, or Blazer for

an easy, relaxed look. Or wear them with a tucked in shell because

the fine knit fabric just flows over your curves. 

Plan to have a long relationship with these pants. The deep black

color won’t fade over time. The generous fit means that the seams

won’t rub and wear holes in the worst possible spot. Trends will

come and go, and you’ll still be wearing these pants.

There’s a reason these have been Vikki Vi’s best selling pants for

over 20 years. Find out why for yourself.

Elastic waist

Straight leg drapes without clinging

30” inseam, 20” leg opening, 16” front rise (size 1X)

Finely ribbed stretch knit - 94% Acetate/6% Spandex

Machine wash, lay flat to dry

Great for travel – just hang it up and any wrinkles fall out.

Made in the USA

Out of stock? Click the big green button to be notified when it's
back. 
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Home !  Vikki Vi Black Classics !  Vikki Vi Classic Black Petite Pull-On Pant

 

Quantity

1

Size Guide

VIKKI VI CLASSIC BLACK

PETITE PULL-ON PANT

$ 98.00

Size

0XP

ADD TO CARTADD TO CART

What good is a great pair of black pants if they’re too long? You

could have them shortened, but it’s such a hassle. You deserve

better.

Which is why we make Vikki Vi’s best selling pants in petite length –

so they’ll be perfect for you.

Vikki Vi’s Pull on Pant has it all - a deep black color that won’t fade,

comfortable elastic waistband, and luxurious knit fabric skimming

over your body instead of clinging.

These pants go with everything else in your closet. Pair them with a

tucked in shell for a lean, polished look - the fine knit fabric just

flows over your curves. Or wear them with an untucked top or the

Kimono Jacket, Swing Cardigan, or Blazer for a more relaxed look. 

Wear them all you want – these pants can take it. We dye the fabric

twice, so the deep black color won’t fade in the wash. The relaxed fit

means that the seams don’t rub and create holes. You can’t rely on

much year after year, but you can rely on these pants.

Find out for yourself why these have been Vikki Vi’s best selling

pants for over 20 years. 

Elastic waist

Straight leg drapes without clinging

28” inseam, 20” leg opening, 16” front rise (size 1X)

Finely ribbed stretch knit - 94% Acetate/6% Spandex

Machine wash, lay flat to dry

Great for travel – just hang it up and any wrinkles fall out.

Made in the USA

Out of stock? Click the big green button to be notified when it's
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Home !  Vikki Vi Black Classics !  Vikki Vi Classic Black Tall Pull-On Pant

 

Quantity

1

Size Guide

VIKKI VI CLASSIC BLACK

TALL PULL-ON PANT

$ 98.00

Size

0XT

ADD TO CARTADD TO CART

How can you be a statuesque beauty in pants that end well above

your ankles? What does a tall woman have to do to get a pair of

pants that aren’t too short?

We’ve got you and your ankles covered.

Vikki Vi’s Pull on Pant has everything you want in a perfect pair of

pants – a 33” inseam, luxurious knit fabric skimming over your hips,

a comfortable elastic waistband, and a deep black color that won’t

fade over time.

These versatile pants let you create all sorts of outfits. Want to wear

them with a tucked in shell? Go right ahead – the fine knit fabric

flows over your curves without pulling or clinging. Feel like going for

a relaxed, flowing look? The straight legs work well with the Kimono

Jacket, Swing Cardigan, Blazer or any untucked top. 

These pants are in it for the long haul. The relaxed fit keeps the

seams from rubbing and creating holes. The fabric is twice-dyed, so

the deep black color won’t fade. You’ll have to try hard to love these

pants to death.

Discover for yourself why these have been Vikki Vi’s best selling

pants for over 20 years. 

Elastic waist

Straight leg drapes without clinging

33” inseam, 20” leg opening, 16” front rise (size 1X)

Finely ribbed stretch knit - 94% Acetate/6% Spandex

Machine wash, lay flat to dry

Great for travel – just hang it up and any wrinkles fall out.

Made in the USA
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Home !  Vikki Vi Black Classics !  Vikki Vi Classic Black Slim Leg Pant

 

Quantity

1

Size Guide

VIKKI VI CLASSIC BLACK

SLIM LEG PANT

$ 98.00

Size

0X

ADD TO CARTADD TO CART

Sometimes you just really want to wear leggings. There’s something

so comfortable and relaxed about slim fitting pants. They look and

feel like a second skin. They add an extra layer under skirts in colder

months – without adding any bulk. They’re exactly what you want on

a day off.

We solved the “Are leggings pants?” controversy by creating pants

that fit like leggings. They are most definitely pants. The material

doesn’t become see-through as it stretches across your hips. They

don’t fade or get baggy after a few wearings. 

Vikki Vi’s Slim Leg Pant is more than a casual legging you pull on to

run errands (though they’re up for a coffee run and trip to the

supermarket). Wear them with our Blazer when you want to look

polished and professional. Or pair them with our long shell tunic for

a sleek, chic look.

What’s our secret? We make our Slim Leg Pant from the same high

quality finely ribbed stretch knit fabric we use for our straight leg Pull

On Pant. Leggings may have a cheap, flimsy reputation, but we’d

never skimp on quality. The heavy stretch knit material holds its

shape as well as its deep black color.

Elastic waist

Slim leg pants taper at the ankle. 

30” inseam

Finely ribbed stretch knit - 94% Acetate/6% Spandex

Machine wash, lay flat to dry

Great for travel – just hang it up and any wrinkles fall out.

Made in the USA

Out of stock? Click the big green button to be notified when it's
back.
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Home !  Vikki Vi Black Classics !  Vikki Vi Classic Black Swing Cardigan

 

Quantity

1

Size Guide

VIKKI VI CLASSIC BLACK

SWING CARDIGAN

$ 130.00

Size

0X

ADD TO CARTADD TO CART

Who doesn’t love a cardigan? A little something you can throw on to

transform a collection of clothes into an outfit. A reliable wardrobe

classic that you can keep at the office in case of overenthusiastic air

conditioning. Just what you need when a blazer is too businesslike. 

Vikki Vi’s Swing Cardigan is the trendy, stylish top layer you’ve been

needing. The stretch knit fabric fluidly drapes around your body. The

lettuce edge hem and open, cascading drape front accentuate the

fabric’s movement. Sure, this cardi will keep you warm, but it’s also

flowy, flirty and fun.

What keeps our Swing Cardigan swinging? Our secret is a luxurious

finely ribbed stretch knit material that has a graceful weight and

movement. We dye it twice so it won’t fade.

Open cardigan with cascading drape front

Lettuce edge

30" long – hits below the hip

Finely ribbed stretch knit - 94% Acetate/6% Spandex

Machine wash, lay flat to dry

Great for travel – just hang it up and any wrinkles fall out.

Made in the USA

Out of stock? Click the big green button to be notified when it's
back.

CUSTOMER REVIEWS

No reviews yet Write a review
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Home !  Vikki Vi Black Classics !  Vikki Vi Classic Black Crop Pant

 

Quantity

1

Size Guide

VIKKI VI CLASSIC BLACK

CROP PANT

$ 94.00

Size

0X

ADD TO CARTADD TO CART

You don’t always want your hemline to rise as high as the

temperature. But long pants or skirts can feel too long. Shorts are

fine, but they’ll never be as polished or stylish as cropped pants. 

You’ll wear Vikki Vi’s Crop Pant all Summer long. The finely ribbed

stretch knit fabric flows around your body, letting air move around

your skin, keeping you cool. The breezy cropped silhouette is

effortlessly comfortable and fashionable.

Wear it with a Blazer or Kimono Jacket for work, and a sleeveless

shell for play. Sandals or wedges complete the look.

The finely ribbed stretch knit fabric will keep its deep black color

wash after wash. It drapes over your hips, never clinging or pulling.

Elastic waist

Straight leg 

24” inseam, below the knee hemline

Finely ribbed stretch knit - 94% Acetate/6% Spandex

Machine wash, lay flat to dry

Great for travel – just hang it up and any wrinkles fall out.

Made in the USA

Out of stock? Click the big green button to be notified when it's
back. 

CUSTOMER REVIEWS

No reviews yet Write a review
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Home !  Vikki Vi Black Classics !  Vikki Vi Classic Black 3/4 Sleeve Top

 

Quantity

1

Size Guide

VIKKI VI CLASSIC BLACK 3/4

SLEEVE TOP

$ 88.00

Size

0X

ADD TO CARTADD TO CART

We all have a collection of long sleeved tees, and we all wish they

could be a little, well, better. What good is a versatile wardrobe

classic if it fades, pills and sags?

That’s what led us to create the Vikki Vi 3/4 sleeve top. We took what

we love about long sleeved tees and fixed everything that bugged

us. 

We started by making our tee from a high quality finely ribbed

stretch knit that doesn’t fade or lose its shape. It flows over your

body – never pulling or clinging. How does it drape so elegantly?

The slightly heavier than usual fabric just does that naturally. Plus,

we use the best shoulder pads in the business. (Yes, shoulder pads.)

They give the material something to hang from, so it looks just right.

We kept the round crew neckline, and went with 3/4 length sleeves

since they’re more flattering - and you’re always pushing up your

long sleeves anyway. We made it 28” long so it hits at the top of

your hips – the ideal length for wearing tucked in or out.

3/4 sleeve, round neckline top

28" from shoulder to hem – hits the high hip

Finely ribbed stretch knit - 94% Acetate/6% Spandex

Machine wash, lay flat to dry

Great for travel – just hang it up and any wrinkles fall out.

Made in the USA

Out of stock? Click the big green button to be notified when it's
back.

CUSTOMER REVIEWS
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Home !  Vikki Vi Black Classics !  Vikki Vi Classic Black Sleeveless Tunic

 

Quantity

1

Size Guide

VIKKI VI CLASSIC BLACK

SLEEVELESS TUNIC

$ 84.00

Size

0X

ADD TO CARTADD TO CART

Sleeveless shells are such a versatile wardrobe basic. But

sometimes you want something just a little more special that still

goes with everything else in your closet. 

That’s where Vikki Vi’s Long Shell Tunic comes in. It’s a sleeveless

tunic that fits under a cardigan, jacket or blazer. But it also works on

its own. (Flimsy, see through clothes that you absolutely have to

cover just aren’t our thing.)

The scoop neckline frames your favorite necklace, whether it’s a

delicate chain or a chunky statement piece. The side slits give your

hips plenty of room to move as you go throughout your day. The

finely ribbed stretch knit material drapes over your body beautifully.

Like all our clothes, our Long Shell Tunic is made to last. The rich

black color won’t fade in the laundry because we dye it twice. We

use high quality fabric that won’t wear out even if you wear it every

week.

Our longest sleeveless shell

Round Neckline

30" long – hits below the hip

Side slits for movement

Finely ribbed stretch knit - 94% Acetate/6% Spandex

Machine wash, lay flat to dry

Great for travel – just hang it up and any wrinkles fall out.

Made in the USA

Out of stock? Click the big green button to be notified when it's
back.
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Home !  Vikki Vi Black Classics !  Vikki Vi Classic Black Blazer

 

Quantity

1

Size Guide

VIKKI VI CLASSIC BLACK

BLAZER

$ 130.00

Size

0X

ADD TO CARTADD TO CART

A tailored blazer can look so professional and polished. It can also

cost a fortune in alterations to make it fit properly and even then it

may not give you room to breathe. But even in casual offices, you

need to keep a blazer around for unexpected meetings with clients

or the big boss.

That’s why we designed the Vikki Vi Blazer. The princess seams

make it streamlined and tailored. But the cut and material leave you

room to move throughout your busy day. It’s the best of both worlds.

No trips to the tailor required.

The heavy finely ribbed stretch knit fabric drapes beautifully over

your curves. The single shell button and narrow lapels provide that

all-business look you want. The intense black color won’t fade. We

use high quality shoulder pads to make sure your blazer keeps its

structure wash after wash. 

Oh, did we mention? Unlike other blazers, you can throw this one in

the washing machine. Great news on those days you end up

wearing your morning coffee.

Narrow lapel, one-button blazer

Long sleeves

31" long – hits below the hip

Finely ribbed stretch knit - 94% Acetate/6% Spandex

Machine wash, lay flat to dry

Great for travel – just hang it up and any wrinkles fall out.

Made in the USA

Out of stock? Click the big green button to be notified when it's
back.
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Home !  Vikki Vi Black Classics !  Vikki Vi Classic Black 3/4 Sleeve A-Line Dress

 

Quantity

1

Size Guide

VIKKI VI CLASSIC BLACK 3/4

SLEEVE A-LINE DRESS

$ 142.00

Size

0X

ADD TO CARTADD TO CART

There are so many things to love about a basic black dress. It’s chic

and sophisticated. You can wear it anywhere – the office, date night,

lunch with friends, PTA meeting, you name it. Pile on the jewelry,

belts, and jackets to create an infinite number of looks. It’s a classic

because it goes everywhere and looks good with anything – just like

you.

Vikki Vi’s 3/4 Sleeve Dress is everything you want in a dress. The

round scoop neckline flatters every body shape while framing your

favorite necklace or scarf. The 3/4 length sleeves draw the eye to

your waist. The bust darts help define your shape. The generous fit

gives you plenty of room to move – and to enjoy the fluid movement

of the finely ribbed stretch knit fabric as it flows around your body.

High quality shoulder pads give the dress some added support.

We know you’re going to want to wear this dress all the time. That’s

why we dye the fabric twice – so the rich black color won’t fade.

Long scoop neck dress

48” long

Scoop Neckline

Generous fit

Bustline darts

3/4 length sleeves

Finely ribbed stretch knit - 94% Acetate/6% Spandex

Machine wash, lay flat to dry

Great for travel – just hang it up and any wrinkles fall out.

Made in the USA

Out of stock? Click the big green button to be notified when it's
back.
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